All the Members of the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council are informed that the Hon’ble Chairman, Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council has constituted the following Committees of the Legislative Council for the Year 2023-2024:

COMMITTEE ON RULES:
1. SRI KOYYE MOSEHNU RAJU, HON’BLE CHAIRMAN .. Chairman
2. Dr. UMMAREDDY VENKATESWARLU .. Member
3. SRI C. RAMACHANDRAIAH .. -do-
4. Dr. ARUNA KUMAR MONDITOKA .. -do-
5. SRI CHANDRA SEKHAR REDDY PARVATHA REDDY .. -do-
6. SRI KANCHARLA SRIKANTH .. -do-
7. SRI SABJEE SHAIK .. -do-

COMMITTEE ON DEVELOPMENT OF TELUGU LANGUAGE AND CULTURE:
1. SRI KOYYE MOSEHNU RAJU, HON’BLE CHAIRMAN .. Chairman
2. SRI CHANDRA SEKHAR REDDY PARVATHA REDDY .. Member
3. SRI KUDUPUDI SURYANARAYANA RAO .. -do-
4. SRI MURALIDHAR MERIGA .. -do-
5. Dr. A. MADHUSUDAN .. -do-
6. SRI VEPADA CHIRANJEEVI RAO .. -do-
7. SRI ILLA VENKATESWARA RAO .. -do-

COMMITTEE ON PETITIONS:
1. SMT. MAYANA ZAKIA KHANAM, HON’BLE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN .. Chairman
2. SRI NARTHU RAMARAO .. Member
3. SRI SUBRAMANYAM CIPAI .. -do-
4. SRI M. V. RAMACHANDRA REDDY .. -do-
5. SRI BHUMIREDDY RAMAGOPAL REDDY .. -do-
6. SMT. KALPALATHA, T .. -do-

COMMITTEE ON PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE:
1. Dr. PANDULA RAVINDRA BABU .. Chairman
2. SRI KRISHNA RAGHAVA JAYENDRA BHARATH .. Member
3. SRI VARAHA VENKATA SURYANARAYANA RAJU .. -do-
4. PENUMATSA .. -do-
4. SRI DUVVARAPU RAMA RAO .. -do-

COMMITTEE ON ETHICS:
1. SRI MURUGUDU HANUMANTHA RAO .. Chairman
2. SMT. KARRI PADMA SREE .. Member
3. SMT. S. MANGAMMA .. -do-
4. SMT. PANCHUMARTHI ANURADHA .. -do-
5. SRI PAKALAPATI RAGHU VARMA .. -do-

Contd...P2
COMMITTEE OF PRIVILEGES:

1. SRI YALLAREDDYGARI SIVARAMI REDDY .. Chairman
2. SRI TUMATI MADHAVA RAO .. Member
3. SRI SRINIVAS DUVVADA .. -do-
4. SRI BALLI KALYANACHAKRAVARTHY .. -do-
5. SRI PARCHURI ASHOK BABU .. -do-
6. SRI K.S. LAKSHMANA RAO .. -do-

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT ASSURANCES:

1. SRI SHAIK MOHAMMED IQBAL .. Chairman
2. SRI CHINNA GOVINDA REDDY DEVASANI .. Member
3. SRI RAVINDRANATH VANKA .. -do-
4. SRI KAVURU SRINIVAS .. -do-
5. SRI B. TIRUMALA NAIDU .. -do-

Dr. P.P.K. RAMACHARYULU
SECRETARY GENERAL TO STATE LEGISLATURE.

To
All the Members of Legislative Council.
All Sections of the Legislature.